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won't be tempted to

chowdownon r
federally. protected

gulls, Redondo weighs
l,his animals every, day
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. , well fed.

the Life of a
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R€poruno cffer: a soir,riion:an
arsenal of lrained birds of lrev
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oLD TH|NGS MADE NEw t"It's amazing how
an ancient art like falconry can work in
a hig'h-tech world. Air cannons can bang
all day long, attempting to scare away the
nuisance birds, and they get used to it. But
when they get the visual of a bird of prey,
it scares them."

BlccER THE BETTER "I currently have five
birds. I qpically work with larger falcons
and hawks-like peregrines and saker
falcons-usually females because of their
bigger size."

FLtcHT TtMEs "The duration varies and
depends on the nuisance birds I'm trying
to move out of an area. I $pically use
three or four falcons and two hawks and
can alternate and fly one bird tr,vo or three
times in a day."

ActD TEsr I "Bird droppings are heavily
acidic. On certain military aircraft, they
can break the seal, causing the planes
to be detectable on radar. Even a stealth
bomber is at risk, and it's costly to recoat
the olane."

HAZARDSoFTHEJoB "It can be danger-
ous work. At many sites, there are aircraft,
heary-duty tractors, or trucks moving in
and out of an area where I'm trying to fly a
f'alcon or hawk."

AtRpoRTs AND BEyoND | "Direct bird strikes
aren't only the aviation industry's concern.
Industrial parks, oil refineries, vineyards,
landfills, crop fields: There are many areas
where the predator-prey relationship can
be useful."
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